
RUNNING ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING 
CAMPAIGNS IN HUBSPOT

How to use HubSpot to create personalized buying 

experiences for a select set of high-value companies.



Agenda

1. What is account-based marketing?

2. Account-based marketing myths

3. The account-based marketing process

4. Account-based marketing in HubSpot

5. Questions and answers (15 minutes)
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Housekeeping

● Questions? Put it in the chat and we’ll answer them at the end

● ABM is a massive topic. High-level introduction today

● Recording and slides will be sent after the presentation

  



What do you think ABM is? 
Have you run an ABM 

campaign before?

  



ABM is a strategic approach that 

treats individual accounts as markets 

in their own right

(ITSMA, 2004)

  



“We define Account-based Marketing 

as a lens to target your target 

accounts”

Alex Embling, CEO of Strategic ABM

  



Creating and executing 
highly-customized programs 
for individual accounts.

Creating and executing 
programs for accounts within a 
specific market or vertical

Creating and executing 
lightly-customized programs for 
clusters of accounts with similar 
issues and needs
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Programmatic ABM
One-to-many
100-1000 accounts
Persona-based
Firmographic fit
Leads as KPI

1:1 ABM
One-to-one
5-10 accounts
Close to 100% personalized

ABM Lite
One-to-few
10-100 accounts
Clusters of accounts with 
the same challenges
Personalize for each 
function, role or industry

  



Principles of account-based marketing (ABM)

● Focus on winning, growing or retaining high-value accounts

● Close collaboration between sales and marketing

● Focus on reputation, relationships, and revenue

● Tailored programs and campaigns with a targeting lense

  



Misconceptions about Account-based marketing 

X ABM replaces other marketing strategies

X ABM is just another channel tactic 

X ABM is selling to a wish list of accounts

X ABM always require 100% personalization

X ABM requires a point-based solution 

  



  

The Account-Based Marketing process

STEP 1: 
Build your team

Build a team of at 
least 1 marketer 

and 1 salesperson

STEP 2: 
Identify accounts

Identify a set list 
of high-value 
companies to 

pursue

STEP 3: 
Account Plan

Align between 
sales and 

marketing on 
goals, content, 
and channels

STEP 4: 
Attract 

stakeholders

Share 
personalized 

content across 
channels

STEP 5: 
Forge relationships

Engage with the 
stakeholders in 

the buying 
committee

Ongoing: Measure and iterate 
Continually monitor KPIs through entire strategy



Identify accounts 

● ABM is not about selling to a wish list of accounts 

● Base your ICP on existing customers if possible

● Rank accounts based on revenue potential

● Layer in unique qualification criteria

● Quality over quantity in your account list

  



  

COMPANY LISTS CONTACTS LISTS



Account plan

● Shared dashboard to organize your accounts

● Simplifies collaboration between departments

● Shows engagement on an account level

● Informs you of the next step or lack thereof

  



Attract stakeholders

● ABM campaigns to acquire, retain or expand

● Same tactics with a targeting lens

● Set campaign goal, tactics and timeline 

● Organize with Campaigns tool in HubSpot
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ABM tactics to attract stakeholders

  

✓ Create an Account-based advertising list based on target accounts 
and advertise to them on LinkedIn (HubSpot Ads tool)

✓ Create lists for each Buying role and use different messaging and 
creative when you advertise to them (HubSpot Ads tool)

✓ Personalize your website based on company name, job role, 
geolocation and other properties in your CRM (Smart Content)

✓ Survey prospects at your target accounts and turn the responses 
into an article (Surveys, Blogging tools, Workflows)

✓ Notify sales reps about a target account viewing the pricing page 
(Workflows, Slack integration)



Forge relationships 

● Use sales as a channel to distribute content

● Personalize outreach to each buying role

● Use sales qualification frameworks

● Run qualification and discovery calls

● Set appointments and demos

● Land and expand the buying committee

  



ABM tactics to forge relationships

  

✓ Integrate HubSpot with Sales Navigator and use boolean search to identify 
the right prospects (LinkedIn Sales Navigator integration)

✓ Connect with prospects from a target account on LinkedIn directly from 
the HubSpot CRM (LinkedIn Sales Navigator integration)

✓ Use email sequences to not only automate, but personalize and tailor your 
outreach at scale with personalization tokens (Sequences)

✓ Create 1:1 personalized videos to improve connect and response rates 
from your outreach (HubSpot CRM and Vidyard)



Done. Any questions?

  


